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!
This presentation may contain small code examples that are furnished as simple
examples to provide an illustration. These examples have not been thoroughly tested
under all conditions. We therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability,
or function of these programs.
All code examples contained herein are provided to you "as is". THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED.
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Introduction

ComCon

The aim of this presentation is to provide a better understanding of SQL as a
programming language
SQL may provide solutions that you did not think were possible

Assumption
You have a basic understanding of relational database concepts and SQL
You are familiar with using the SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements

All examples in this presentation use the sample DB2 database
Set up using a stored procedure
CALL QSYS/CREATE_SQL_SAMPLE('SCHEMA-NAME')
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A "Normal" Group By
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One row per grouping of group-by columns

select month(sales_date) as month, region,
sum(sales) as sales, max(sales) as best
from sales
group by month(sales_date), region
order by 1, 2;

Grouping-Sets

ComCon

Allows multiple grouping clauses to be specified in a single statement
Can be for ANY permutation and combination of group by columns

select month(sales_date) as month, region,
sum(sales) as sales, max(sales) as best
from sales
group by grouping sets( (month(sales_date), region),
(month(sales_date),
() )
order by 1, 2;
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Grouping-Sets - Super-Sets
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ROLLUP - produces sub-total rows in addition to the "regular" grouped rows
CUBE - contains all the rows of a ROLLUP aggregation and "cross-tabulation" rows
group by rollup (a, b, c)

!

-- is the same as

!

group by grouping sets ( (a, b, c),
(a, b),
(a),
() )

!

-- Example on previous slide would have been
group by rollup ( month(sales_date), region)

group by cube (a, b, c)

!

-- is the same as

!

group by grouping sets ( (a,b,c),
(a,b),
(a,c),
(b,c),
(a),
(b),
(c),
() )

CASE Expression

ComCon

A CASE expression allow an expression to be selected based on the evaluation of one
or more conditions
i.e. You can use If/ElseIf logic to select an expression
Can be used wherever a column/expression is used

Two forms
Searched When Clause
Simple When Clause

Returns result_expression for first true WHEN condition
ELSE is optional
Returns NULL if ELSE not specified and no conditions true
-- Searched When Clause
CASE
WHEN search_condition THEN result_expression
WHEN search_condition THEN result_expression
WHEN search_condition THEN result_expression
ELSE result_expression
END

!

-- Simple When Clause
CASE expression
WHEN expression THEN result_expression
WHEN expression THEN result_expression
WHEN expression THEN result_expression
ELSE result_expression
END
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CASE Expression – Searched When Clause
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Each WHEN can have a different test condition

Select lastname, salary, edlevel,
case
when edlevel < 17 then 'School'
when edlevel < 20 then 'College'
else 'Post Graduate'
end as Qualification
from employee fetch first 4 rows only;

CASE Expression in a WHERE Clause

ComCon

Remember
CASE expressions can be used wherever a column or expression can be used

-- List employees whose commission > 8% of their total pay

!

select lastname, salary, comm, (salary+comm) as SALARY_COMM
from employee
where (case
when ((salary+comm) = 0) then 0
else comm/(salary+comm)
end) > 0.08;
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CASE Expression with UPDATE

ComCon

CASE expressions are not just for use in SELECT statements

-- Change the definitions of Education Level Codes

!

update for_scalar set edlevel =
case
when edlevel < '17' then 'SL'
when edlevel < '20' then 'CG'
else 'PG'
end;

CASE Expression – Simple When Clause

ComCon

Equal comparisons on all WHEN clauses against expression on CASE

-- Using a Simple When Clause

!

update for_scalar set salary =
case edlevel when 'SL' then salary * 1.05
when 'CG' then salary * 1.07
else salary * 1.10 end;

-- The equivalent using a Searched When Clause

!

update for_scalar set salary =
case when edlevel = 'SL' then salary * 1.05
when edlevel ='CG' then salary * 1.07
else salary * 1.10 end;
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An Often Made Request

ComCon

When looking at summary data...
Is it possible to have this on one line?
i.e. Pivot the data

-- List the total salary for all departments and the overall total

!

select workdept, sum(salary) as pay from employee
group by grouping sets ((workdept), ())
order by workdept;

CASE and Pivot

ComCon

Must know the possible values to identify columns

select sum(salary) as Total_Pay,
sum(case when workdept = 'A00'
sum(case when workdept = 'B01'
sum(case when workdept = 'C01'
sum(case when workdept = 'D11'
sum(case when workdept = 'D21'
sum(case when workdept = 'E01'
sum(case when workdept = 'E11'
sum(case when workdept = 'E21'
from employee;

then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
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end)
end)
end)
end)
end)
end)
end)
end)

as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as

A00,
B01,
C01,
D11,
D21,
E01,
E11,
E21
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A Pivot Procedure
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Pivot for any table, any column
http://www.itjungle.com/fhg/fhg042115-story01.html

!

CALL DO_PIVOT('SQLSTAND',
'SALES',
'SALES_PERSON',
'SALES',
DEFAULT,
'REGION');

!

REGION
GOUNOT
Manitoba
15
Ontario-North
1
Ontario-South
10
Quebec
24

LEE
23
8
34
26

LUCCHESSI

3
8
34

SET SCHEMA = WHER_YOU_WANT_IT;

!
CREATE PROCEDURE DO_PIVOT

(IN FOR_SCHEMA CHARACTER (10) ,
IN FOR_TABLE CHARACTER (10) ,
IN PIVOT_COLUMN VARCHAR (250) ,
IN VALUE_COLUMN VARCHAR (250) ,
IN AGG_FUNCTION VARCHAR (5) DEFAULT 'SUM' ,

IN GROUP_COLUMN VARCHAR (250) DEFAULT NULL )
LANGUAGE SQL
MODIFIES SQL DATA
PROGRAM TYPE SUB
CONCURRENT ACCESS RESOLUTION DEFAULT

DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 1
OLD SAVEPOINT LEVEL COMMIT ON RETURN NO

!
BEGIN

!
DECLARE SQLCODE INTEGER DEFAULT 0 ;
DECLARE SQL_STATEMENT VARCHAR ( 5000 ) ;
DECLARE PIVOT_VALUE VARCHAR ( 20 ) ;
DECLARE PAD CHAR ( 2 ) DEFAULT ' ' ;

!
DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR D1 ;
DECLARE C2 CURSOR WITH RETURN FOR D2 ;

!
SET SCHEMA = FOR_SCHEMA ;

!
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-- Get the list of values available for the pivot column

-- Each value will be a column in the return set

SET SQL_STATEMENT = 'select distinct '

|| PIVOT_COLUMN

|| ' from '

|| FOR_TABLE

|| ' order by 1' ;

!
PREPARE D1 FROM SQL_STATEMENT ;

OPEN C1 ;

!
-- Construct a dynamic select statement for the pivot

SET SQL_STATEMENT = 'select ' ;

!
-- If requested, add the Group By Column

-- to the select clause

IF GROUP_COLUMN IS NOT NULL THEN

SET SQL_STATEMENT = SQL_STATEMENT || GROUP_COLUMN ;

SET PAD = ', ' ;

END IF ;

!

-- Get the list of values available for the pivot column

-- For each possible value for the Pivot Column,

-- add a case statement to perform the requested

-- aggregate function on the Value Column

FETCH NEXT FROM C1 INTO PIVOT_VALUE ;

WHILE ( SQLCODE >= 0 AND SQLCODE <> 100 ) DO

SET SQL_STATEMENT = SQL_STATEMENT

|| PAD

|| AGG_FUNCTION

|| '(CASE WHEN '

|| PIVOT_COLUMN

|| ' = '''

|| PIVOT_VALUE

|| ''' THEN '

|| VALUE_COLUMN

|| ' END) AS '

|| PIVOT_VALUE ;

SET PAD = ', ' ;

FETCH NEXT FROM C1 INTO PIVOT_VALUE ;

END WHILE ;

CLOSE C1 ;
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!
-- Specify the table to select from
SET SQL_STATEMENT = SQL_STATEMENT

|| ' from '
|| FOR_TABLE ;

!
-- If requested, add the Group By Column
-- to the select clause

IF GROUP_COLUMN IS NOT NULL THEN
SET SQL_STATEMENT = SQL_STATEMENT
|| ' group by '
|| GROUP_COLUMN
|| ' order by '

|| GROUP_COLUMN;
END IF ;

!
PREPARE D2 FROM SQL_STATEMENT ;
OPEN C2 ;

!
END ;

!

Subselects

ComCon

A Subselect is a select within a select
A.K.A. subquery, inner query

Can have up to 256 Subselects
I would hate to see that statement!

"Types" of Subselect
Scalar

- Returns a single row and a single column
Quantified

- Returns multiple rows for a single column
Correlated

- When the subselect relates to data in the outer query

Sub-selects may be used in
SELECT
INSERT
UPDATE
DELETE
CREATE
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Subselects Predicates
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Subselects may be placed in
Select clause

- Scalar Subselect only
Where clause
Having Clause

Predicates
Basic

- Compares two values
Quantified

- Compares a value against a result set
IN, ALL, ANY, SOME keywords

Exists

- At least one row returned by a Subselect

Scalar Subselect

ComCon

A scalar Subselect returns a single row and a single column
May be used wherever a column is used

•
•
•
•
•

A selected column
An expression
A WHERE clause
A HAVING clause
Basically, wherever a scalar function can be used

NULL is returned if there are no rows
An error occurs if there are more than one row

-- Repeat the company average salary on each row

!

select lastname, salary,
(select decimal(avg(salary),9,2) from employee) as avg_sal
from employee fetch first 4 rows only;
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Subselect - Basic Predicate
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Scalar Subselect being used in a WHERE or HAVING clause
Compare against the result returned from the sub-query
Remember - scalar Subselect returns one row, one column

-- List departments where the average salary for the department
-exceeds the average salary for the company

!

select workdept, decimal(avg(salary), 9, 2) as dept_avg
from employee
group by workdept
having avg(salary) > (select avg(salary) from employee);

Quantified Subselect

ComCon

A quantified Subselect returns multiple rows and one or more columns
i.e A quantified Subselect returns a list of values
Used in a quantified predicate in a WHERE or HAVING clause
Usually one column returned

Quantified Subselects may be used with
The IN keyword

- Comparison must be equal to one of the values returned by the subselect
- The standard IN keyword
•

List of values is populated by the sub-query as opposed to being entered

The ANY, SOME and ALL keywords

- Allow for other comparisons besides equals
The EXISTS keyword

- Simply specifies that the sub-query returned at least a row

Be careful with NULL returned by a quantified Subselect
At least one comparison may be unknown because of a null value
Usually means that all tests will be false
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Quantified Subselect - IN
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Subselect providing a list of values for IN predicate
Sub-select returns list of department codes...
'A00', 'B01, 'C01', E01'

-- List all employee in departments where the average salary for the department
-exceeds the average salary for the company

!

select workdept, lastname, salary
from employee
where workdept in
( select workdept
from employee
group by workdept
having avg(salary) > (select avg(salary) from employee) );

Quantified Subselect - ANY and SOME

ComCon

But other comparisons may be made besides equal

-- List all employee in departments where the average salary for the department
-exceeds the average salary for the company

!

select workdept, lastname, salary
from employee
where workdept = any
( select workdept
from employee
group by workdept
having avg(salary) > (select avg(salary) from employee) );

-- List all employee in departments where the average salary for the department
-exceeds the average salary for the company

!

select workdept, lastname, salary
from employee
where workdept = some
( select workdept
from employee
group by workdept
having avg(salary) > (select avg(salary) from employee) );
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Quantified Subselect - ALL

ComCon

The comparison must be true for all rows in the Subselect result set
Equal rarely makes sense

-- List employees whose salary is greater that or equal to the
-average salary for all departments

!
!

select lastname, salary
from employee
where salary >= all
( select avg(salary) from employee group by workdept );

Subselect - EXISTS

ComCon

Condition is true if at least one row is returned
Number of columns in result set is irrelevant
Usually requires a correlation

!

-- List all employees in departments that do not have a manager

!

select lastname, workdept
from employee a
where not exists (select empno from employee b
where job = 'MANAGER' and
b.workdept = a.workdept);
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Quantified Subselect - Multiple Columns

ComCon

Number of comparison columns = columns selected
Comparison columns in parentheses

!

select a.empno, lastname, projno, actno, emptime, emstdate
from employee a inner join empprojact b on a.empno = b.empno
where (projno, actno) in
(select projno, actno from projact where acstdate < '1982-04-01')
fetch first 4 rows only ;

A Correlated Subselect

ComCon

The Subselect relates to data in the outer query
Use a correlated name

• Defined in the outer query
• Used in the Subselect

-- List employees whose salary is greater than the average salary for
-their department

!
!

select workdept, lastname, salary
from employee a
where salary > (select avg(salary) from employee
where workdept = a.workdept)
order By 1 fetch first 6 rows only;
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A More Complicated Correlated Subselect
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Things can get ugly very quickly!!

-- List employees with the maximum salary in their departments and
-what percentage of the department total it accounts for
-- Requires two correlated Subselects

!
!

select workdept, lastname, salary,
decimal(salary/(((select sum(salary) from employee
where workdept = a.workdept)
/100)),5,2)as percent
from employee a
where salary = (select max(salary) from employee
where workdept = a.workdept)
order By 1, 2;

Subselect and CREATE TABLE

ComCon

Provides SQL with missing native functions
CPYF - with or without data
CRTDUPOBJ - with or without data
Field Reference File support

Derived column must be given a name
using the AS operator

CREATE TABLE statement must be ended with one of the following:WITH DATA - Table is populated with rows
WITH NO DATA - Empty table is created

-- Create a table containing a 20% amount for employees in specific departments

!

create table payrise as
(select empno, dec(salary/5, 9, 2) as increase
from employee
where workdept in ('A00', 'D11', 'E21'))
with data;
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Subselect and INSERT

ComCon

Insert result set rows from a Subselect, into a table
Selected columns must correspond with columns in table for insert
In this example

• Value of emno is placed in empid
• Value of concatenated firstnme and lastnme is place in name
• Value of deptname is placed in deptname

insert into empdata (empid, name, deptname)
(select empno, firstnme || ' ' || lastname, deptname
from employee inner join department on workdept = deptno);

!
!

-- Table empdata was created as...
create table empdata
(empid
char (6) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
name
char (40) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
deptname char (30) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
pay
dec (11,2) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT);

Subselect and UPDATE

ComCon

Use a correlated Subselect to select the correct row from the second table
Watch out for NULL!!
What happens if there isn't a correlated row? NULL is returned
Avoid NULL using a second Subselect

-- Apply the increases on the PAYRISE table to the EMPLOYEE table

!

update employee a
set salary = salary + (select increase from payrise b where b.empno = a.empno)
where a.empno in (select empno from payrise);
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Subselect and Derived Table

ComCon

Result set is provided by a Subselect statement instead of a table or view
Correlation name must be given to the derived table

-- List details for the first employee in each department

!

select empno, firstnme, lastname, workdept, salary from employee
where empno in
(select empid from
(select workdept, min(empno) as empid
from employee
group by workdept) as first_employee)
order by workdept;

Common Table Expressions

ComCon

Referred to as CTE
Define one or more resulting tables which can be used in the following SELECT
Defined using a WITH clause
Precedes the full SELECT statement
Is part of the same statement
Akin to defining a temporary view

WITH temporary_name AS
(select statement),
temporary_name AS
(select statement),
temporary_name AS
(select statement),
temporary_name AS
(select statement)
SELECT... ;
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A CTE Breaks Out Sub-Selects

ComCon

A sometimes useful alternative to sub-selects

-- List employees with the maximum salary in their departments and
-what percentage of the department total it accounts for

!
!

with t1 as
(select workdept as deptno, sum(salary) as dept_sum,
max(salary) as dept_max from employee group by workdept)

!

select workdept, lastname, salary,
decimal(salary/(dept_sum/100), 5,2) as percent
from employee inner join t1 on workdept = deptno and
salary = dept_max
order by 1, 2;

CTE Vs a Correlated Sub-Select

ComCon

-- List employees with the maximum salary in their departments and
-what percentage of the department total it accounts for
-- Requires two correlated sub-selects

!

select workdept, lastname, salary,
decimal(salary/(((select sum(salary) from employee
where workdept = a.workdept)
/100)),5,2)as percent
from employee a
where salary = (select max(salary) from employee
where workdept = a.workdept)
order By 1, 2;

-- List employees with the maximum salary in their departments and
-what percentage of the department total it accounts for

!
!

with t1 as
(select workdept as deptno, sum(salary) as dept_sum,
max(salary) as dept_max from employee group by workdept)

!

select workdept, lastname, salary,
decimal(salary/(dept_sum/100), 5,2) as percent
from employee inner join t1 on workdept = deptno and
salary = dept_max
order by 1, 2;
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CTE Vs a Correlated Sub-Select

ComCon

-- List employees with the maximum salary in their departments and
-what percentage of the department total it accounts for
-- Requires two correlated sub-selects

!

select workdept, lastname, salary,
decimal(salary/(((select sum(salary) from employee
where workdept = a.workdept)
/100)),5,2)as percent
from employee a
where salary = (select max(salary) from employee
where workdept = a.workdept)
order By 1, 2;

-- List employees with the maximum salary in their departments and
-what percentage of the department total it accounts for

!
!

with t1 (deptno, dept_sum, dept_max) as
(select workdept, sum(salary), max(salary) from employee group by workdept)

!

select workdept, lastname, salary,
decimal(salary/(dept_sum/100), 5,2) as percent
from employee inner join t1 on workdept = deptno and
salary = dept_max
order by 1, 2;

Union

ComCon

UNION is also referred to as a FULLSELECT
A FULLSELECT is comprised of a
1st SELECT statement
Followed by a Union clause
Followed by a 2nd SELECT statement
Followed by an (optional) ORDER BY clause

A FULLSELECT creates a final result set table by combining the result set table from 1st
SELECT statement with the result set table from 2nd SELECT statement

SELECT statement #1
Union clause #1
SELECT statement #2
Union clause #2
SELECT statement #3
Union clause #3
...
Union clause #n-1
SELECT statement #n
ORDER BY clause (optional)
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Types of Union

ComCon

Four Types of Union Clauses
UNION (UNION DISTINCT)

- Combines result set table from 1st SELECT statement with result set table of 2nd SELECT statement
- Duplicate rows eliminated in final result set
UNION ALL

- Combines the result set table from 1st SELECT statement with the result set table of 2nd SELECT statement
- Duplicate rows included in final result set
EXCEPT DISTINCT

- Only those rows unique to result set table for 1st SELECT statement are included in final result set
- No rows included from result set table for 2nd SELECT statement
- Duplicate rows eliminated in final result set
INTERSECT DISTINCT

- Only those rows unique to result set tables for BOTH the 1st and 2nd SELECT statements are included in
final result set

- Duplicate rows eliminated in final result set
What is a Duplicate Row?

- A row in the final result set is considered a duplicate if the value for each column of that row matches the
value of the corresponding column of another row in the final result set

Sample Tables for Union

ComCon

Let's extract some data from the SALES table
Note the duplicate rows

create table sales_1 as
(select month(sales_date) as month, sales_person, sales
from sales
where month(sales_date) <= 4 and region = 'Quebec')
with data;

!

create table sales_2 as
(select month(sales_date) as month, sales_person, sales
from sales
where month(sales_date) >= 4 and region = 'Quebec')
with data;
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UNION DISTINCT

ComCon

UNION (UNION DISTINCT)
Combines result set table from 1st SELECT statement with result set table of 2nd SELECT
statement
Duplicate rows eliminated in final result set

select * from sales_1
union
select * from sales_2
order by 1, 2;

UNION ALL

ComCon

UNION ALL
Combines the result set table from 1st SELECT statement with the result set table of 2nd SELECT
statement
Duplicate rows included in final result set

select * from sales_1
union all
select * from sales_2
order by 1, 2;
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EXCEPT DISTINCT
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EXCEPT DISTINCT
Only those rows unique to result set table for 1st SELECT statement are included in final result set
No rows included from result set table for 2nd SELECT statement
Duplicate rows eliminated in final result set

select * from sales_1
except distinct
select * from sales_2
order by 1, 2;

INTERSECT DISTINCT

ComCon

INTERSECT DISTINCT
Only those rows unique to result set tables for BOTH the 1st and 2nd SELECT statements are
included in final result set
Duplicate rows eliminated in final result set

select * from sales_1
intersect distinct
select * from sales_2
order by 1, 2;
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Identity Columns

ComCon

Automatic generation of a unique, numeric value for every row in a table

create table id_emp
(empid INTEGER GENERATED ALWAYS AS IDENTITY,
name VARCHAR(30),
deptno CHAR(3));

!

create unique index id_emp_i1 on

id_emp ( empid asc ) ; -- More in a moment

!

insert into id_emp
values (default, 'Paul', 'A00'),
(default, 'Susan', 'A00');

!

insert into id_emp (name, deptno)
values ('Jon', 'B01');

!

select * from id_emp;

Identity Columns and RPG

ComCon

Identity is ALWAYS generated for non-SQL interface
Use IDENTITY_VAL_LOCAL() to determine generated identity

!

!

fid_emp_i1 uf a e

k disk

d lastkey
s
10i 0
/free
name = 'Amy';
deptno = 'C01';
write id_emp;
exec sql
values identity_val_local() into :lastkey;
empid = 3;
// Not the value put in the row!!!!!
name = 'Terry';
deptno = 'C01';
write id_emp;
exec sql
values identity_val_local() into :lastkey;
*inLR = *on;
/end-free
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Identity Columns - There is More

ComCon

Possible to assign your own values (in SQL) if GENERATED BY DEFAULT
But GENERATED ALWAYS is implicit for non SQL interfaces

Other options available for Identity Columns
Starting value
Incremental value
Minimum and maximum values

!

| .-GENERATED ALWAYS-----.
|
+-+----------------------+------+--------------------------------+-+
| '-GENERATED BY DEFAULT-'

|--AS IDENTITY--+------------------------------------------------------+--|
'-(----+-START WITH--+-numeric-constant-+---+-----+--)-'
|
.-1----------------. |
+-INCREMENT BY--+-numeric-constant-+-+
| .-NO MINVALUE----------------.
|
+-+-MINVALUE--numeric-constant-+-----+
| .-NO MAXVALUE----------------.
|
+-+-MAXVALUE--numeric-constant-+-----+
| .-NO CYCLE-.
|
+-+-CYCLE----+-----------------------+
| .-CACHE--20------.
|
+-+-NO CACHE-------+-----------------+
| '-CACHE--integer-'
|
| .-NO ORDER-.
|
'-+-ORDER----+-----------------------'

Row Change Timestamp (V6R1)

ComCon

Timestamp value generated when a row is inserted or updated
Column must be a timestamp
Column must be NOT NULL

create table stamp_emp
(empid INTEGER GENERATED ALWAYS AS IDENTITY,
name VARCHAR(30),
deptno CHAR(3),
lastchange timestamp not null for each row on update as row change timestamp);

!

insert into stamp_emp
values (default, 'Paul', 'A00', default),
(default, 'Susan', 'A00', default);

!

select * from stamp_emp;

!

update stamp_emp set deptno = 'C01' where empid = 1;

!

select * from stamp_emp;
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A Word About Views
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Views are your friends!!
A “permanent” SELECT statement

- Without an ORDER BY clause
Exists as a *FILE object
Can be treated as a table

Minimize repeated code
Joins
Calculated columns
Converting columns

- e.g. Numeric dates as proper dates

Presentation of classic tables (physical files)
Joins
Calculated columns
Converting columns
Column naming
Number of columns

We can have a view of a view
Can build "chains"

- A view for join logic
- A view of a view for column conversion
- etc.

Finding a view of a view of a view of a…

ComCon

Dropping a view drops all dependent views
How to find ALL dependents of a view

!

CALL GET_VIEW_DEPENDENTS ('B_L1USE', 'TESTSTUFF');

!

B_L2USE1
B_L2USE2
B_L3USE1_S
B_L3USE2_S

Sales
Sales
Sales
Sales

for
for
for
for

Region
Region
Region
Region

USE,
USE,
USE,
USE,

Division
Division
Division
Division
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B_L2USE1
B_L2USE2
B_L3USE1_S
B_L3USE2_S

TESTSTUFF
TESTSTUFF
TESTSTUFF
TESTSTUFF
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CREATE PROCEDURE GET_VIEW_DEPENDENTS (
IN DBNAME CHAR(10) ,
IN DBLIBRARY CHAR(10) )

DYNAMIC RESULT SETS 1
LANGUAGE SQL
SPECIFIC GET_VIEW_DEPENDENTS
NOT DETERMINISTIC
READS SQL DATA
CALLED ON NULL INPUT

PROGRAM TYPE SUB
SET OPTION

ALWBLK = *ALLREAD , ALWCPYDTA = *OPTIMIZE ,

COMMIT = *NONE , CLOSQLCSR = *ENDMOD ,
DECRESULT = (31, 31, 00) , DFTRDBCOL = *NONE ,
DYNDFTCOL = *NO , DYNUSRPRF = *USER , SRTSEQ = *HEX
BEGIN

DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR
WITH RECURSIVE DEPENDENTS ( CALLLEVEL , DBFFIL , DBFLIB ,
DBFFDP , DBFLDP ) AS
( SELECT 1 AS CALLLEVEL , DBFFIL , DBFLIB , DBFFDP , DBFLDP
FROM QADBFDEP
WHERE DBFFIL = DBNAME AND DBFLIB = DBLIBRARY

UNION ALL
SELECT CALLLEVEL + 1 AS CALLLEVEL ,
PR.DBFFIL , PR.DBFLIB , PR.DBFFDP , PR.DBFLDP
FROM DEPENDENTS PH INNER JOIN QADBFDEP PR
ON ( PH.DBFFDP , PH.DBFLDP ) = ( PR.DBFFIL , PR.DBFLIB )
)

SELECT DISTINCT DBXLFI, DBXTXT, DBFFDP , DBFLDP
FROM DEPENDENTS INNER JOIN QADBXREF
ON (DBFFDP , DBFLDP) = (DBXFIL , DBXLIB)
ORDER BY DBFFDP , DBFLDP
FOR READ ONLY ;

OPEN C1 ;
SET RESULT SETS CURSOR C1 ;
END

;

References
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IBM i Information Center Publications - Web or CD
SQL Reference
SQL Programming Embedded SQL Programming Query Manager Use
SQL Messages and Codes

To access Info Center on the Web
V6R1 - http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/iseries/v6r1m0/index.jsp
V7R1 - http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/iseries/v7r1m0/index.jsp
In left scroll bar

-

Click on IBM i Information Center ...
Click on Database
Click on PDF Files for Database
Use right scroll bar to scroll down to above SQL publication

DB2 for i on the Web
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/i/software/db2/index.html

Taking on a DB2 UDB Identity --Kent Milligan
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/resources/systems_i_software_db2_pdf_db2identity.pdf
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iTalk with Tuohy
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Check it out at http://www.ibmsystemsmag.com/ibmi/trends/iTALK-WITH-TUOHY/

All Done
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What we covered...
Grouping

• Grouping-Sets
• Super-Groups - ROLLUP and CUBE
CASE

• Using CASE
• Pivot
Subselect

•
•
•
•
•

Scalar
Quantified
Correlated
With INSERT, UPDATE and CREATE TABLE
With a Derived Table

Common Table Expressions
Union
Identity Columns
Row Change Timestamp
A Word About Views
Finding a view of a view of a view of a…
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